Cj7 alternator

Discussion in ' Jeep CJ ' started by pastor scott , Dec 10, Log in or Sign up. Welcome to Jeeps.
You are currently viewing as a guest! To get full-access, you need to register for a FREE
account. Adding power brakes to an 85 CJ7? Best high output alternator. Post Reply. Want to
run an high output alternator on my Jeep CJ7 for wishing mostly with an Odyssey battery
normally I want power master but I've had so many go bad do you guys have any suggestions
of good high put alternators and what I would need Thanks Pastor Scott. Have you checked out
Mean Green? I saw that one but that is way way too expensive there are others that are a little
bit cheaper But thanks. You could adapt a CS that puts out amps. I would also suggest adding
some larger wires also, Like using a 2 wire for the battery positive to the relay. Add a 4 ground
wire from the alternator housing to the battery negative. The main charging wire, from the
alternator to the relay has a fusible link wire in case it shorts out, so you could put two of them
for the extra alternator output. The wiring is a bit different and a new plug will be needed so look
that up. Jim Beam , Dec 12, Show Ignored Content. Rugged Ridge Username or email address:
Do you already have an account? No, create an account now. Yes, my password is: Forgot your
password? Our mobile mechanics offer services 7 days a week. Upfront and transparent
pricing. Our certified mobile mechanics can come to your home or office 7 days a week between
7 AM and 9 PM. The alternator is the component that charges the battery in your car. When you
use electrical components in your car stereo, lights, etc. The alternator recharges the battery,
replenishing the lost battery power. The alternator is located in the engine compartment. If the
alternator is not working properly, your car will only stay running for as long as the battery has
power stored. Once the battery loses power, your car will not start. Normally, a malfunctioning
alternator will turn on the battery warning light or will have a low volt gauge reading. The
mechanic should check the entire charging system before installing a new alternator, including
checking battery cables for corrosion and the condition of the battery. Ask your mechanic to
inspect the condition of the charging system during every major service. The mechanic should
also clean and tighten the battery cables during every major service. Your alternator charges
your battery, which powers the electronics in your vehicle, such as the radio and the air
conditioning. The battery is also needed to turn on your vehicle. Jeep CJ7 Alternator Repair at
your home or office. Estimate price near me. Service Location. YourMechanic Benefits Online
Booking. Mechanic comes to you. Free 50 point safety inspection. See availability. Alternator
Repair Service How does an alternator help your car run? Before repairing the alternator: The
mechanic should check the entire charging system before installing a new alternator, including
checking battery cables for corrosion and the condition of the battery. Steps when replacing an
alternator: Inspect entire charging system battery, cables, alternator. Inspect the drive belts.
Test alternator output. Remove and replace alternator if found to be faulty. Re-test alternator
output. Our recommendation for alternator replacements: Ask your mechanic to inspect the
condition of the charging system during every major service. What common symptoms indicate
you may need to replace the Alternator? Dead battery or battery will not hold a charge. Dim
lights. Battery warning light is on. Why repairing your alternator is important: Your alternator
charges your battery, which powers the electronics in your vehicle, such as the radio and the air
conditioning. Number of Jeep CJ7 services completed. Yourmechanic was featured in. Popular
Jeep Jobs. Auto service in Your City. Meet some of our expert Jeep mechanics Real customer
reviews from Jeep owners like you. Excellent Rating. Rating Summary. Diego 21 years of
experience. Request Diego. I scheduled an appointment to be the first customer in the morning.
Diego was knowledgeable and completed the repair in the appropriate time schedule. Augustine
12 years of experience. Request Augustine. Seems very personable and honest. Did a great job
and I look forward to using him again in the future. Shaun 10 years of experience. Request
Shaun. Thank you. Dave 23 years of experience. Request Dave. Very professional,good guy!
How can we help? Read FAQ. Service type Alternator Repair. Forums New posts. What's new
New posts New media New media comments Latest activity. Media New media New comments.
Members Current visitors. Log in Register. What's new. New posts. Log in. Install the app.
JavaScript is disabled. For a better experience, please enable JavaScript in your browser before
proceeding. You are using an out of date browser. It may not display this or other websites
correctly. You should upgrade or use an alternative browser. CJ-7 Overcharging issues!!!
Thread starter Stephen Sr Start date Feb 13, Stephen Sr New Member. Please, someone help me
out here. I think that I have everything wired correctly. I first thought that maybe it was the
voltage regulator, so I went to put a new one in. Then I ended up putting another alternator on
that came with a newer motor I was putting in. Still had the charging problems. Okay, I was back
to the voltage regulator. I went to get one, and found that I was almost just as cheap to put a
new alternator on. I put the new one in, and still have the same problems. I've looked over all of
my wiring, and even added an extra ground wire. Joined Mar 21, Location roxboro. Are you
going by the dash gauge or a hand held meter.? Joined Mar 24, Location Gastonia. Alternators

are doing what they are supposed to do Ron Dum Spiro Spero Moderator. In simple terms An
alternator creates voltage, thats what it does. The voltage regulator tells it how much to
produce, and when to. If the voltage regulator is hung wide ass open, the alternator will ramp up
until it will eventually burn itself up. Joined Mar 23, Location SnowCamp. If its still stock he has
a Delco alt with an internal regulator so when he replaced the alt he also replaced the reg.
Where are you getting your reading? If its a hand held meter where are you putting your leads?
How many volts are you showing? Where did you put your extra ground wire? An over charging
alt is usaly a bad reg or ground but you say you think you have every thing wired corectly. What
have you done to the wireing? Is thet when the problem started? I guess that I figured a Jeep
guy was going to be the one responding and would realize that I did probably have the stock
alternator with an internal voltage regulator? Okay, does anyone have a decent idea? Problem
start?? I haven't had the Jeep that long. The problem has been present since I bought the Jeep.
I thought that the gauge was just bad, but after checking with a voltmeter, the gauge is reading
correctly. The only thing that I have changed on the wiring is having added an extra ground wire
because I thought that maybe one had been taken off over the years. It appeared that there was
a spot on the alternator that was meant to be a grounding point. Alas, even with a ground
hooked there is no change in the output. Ridgerunner Well-Known Member. What year CJ7?
Alot of the CJ's had a "ford" type external regulator that would be mounted on the the fender.
What is the voltage you have when the jeep is running? The voltage should not be more than
around Why do you think it is over Charging? I had one go bad on my dodge and that was what
happening. In a stock installation the sense wire is usually a short red jumper from the output
terminal to one of the two spade connectors on the alternator housing. It's supposed to tell the
regulator what the system voltage is. If it's disconnected the regulator will tell the alternator to
run wide open. A common modification is to run the sense wire to a spot as close electrically as
possible to the battery. That tells the regulator what battery voltage is, which will be a little
lower than the voltage at the output terminal. The other wire on a spade next to it provides
voltage to bootstrap the alternator when it starts running. It will run to the warning light, if so
equipped, and then to the ignition switch. Give us some more info to work with. My 76,and 77 CJ
have external VRs and my 82 did as well. Sorry I didnt realize yours was internal, and you didnt
provide enough info for me to know what you are dealing with, so that makes me a dumbass.
Read this, it may help you Joined Jun 22, Location charlotte, nc. Eastern Member. Joined Aug
29, Location morrisville. I would go with a bad battery. Nope, not a bad cell in the battery, unless
it went bad from the charging problem. It was a new battery within two months old that was
performing well in a Cherokee that I decided to park. Battery still holds a charge well. Okay, I
didn't read all the way through the link, but a quick scan brings me up with a quick question. I
do have an extremely long ground and hot wire on this Jeep. I don't know why the fellow before
me put this on there, but could that be part of my problem? When I say extremely long, I'd say
maybe 5 to 6 feet and I'd say 3 feet is plenty long on each one. Yes a cable with to much
resistance could cause you problem. I work in Tech support all day long and this is a common
Question that for some reason people do not want to answer. Stephen Sr said:. Voltage is
showing Several different location checks with the meter show slight fluctuations of Joined Jul
28, Location lancaster sc. Drive the Jeep down the road, Turn on headlights highbeam , heater
high , Radio, an windsheild wipers. If its staying around 12 to 14 volts, I'd say there isn't nothing
wrong. If an alt. I've smoked a few. You wanted a jeep guys opinion I just give you one. I've
owned about 25 of them and off framed several of the pre 86's. The first thing I do to every one
i've owned is convert them to 1 wire GM alt. Are you taking your vvoltage readings at idle?
Where did you hook up the extra ground wire? What gauge is it? I have 2 CJs in the yard with
the Delco alt and they dont have a ground wire hooked to the alt. Post reply. Insert quotesâ€¦.
Skip to main content Menu. Close X. Call To Order: Alternator Bearing. Alternator Brush
Assembly. Alternator Brush Set. Alternator Diode Trio. Alternator Rectifier Set. Distributor Cap.
Distributor Check Valve. Distributor Gasket. Distributor Rotor. Electronic Control Unit. Engine
Coolant Temperature Sensor Connector. Generator Commutator End Bearing. Generator Drive
End Bearing. Idle Speed Control Relay. Idle Speed Control Relay Connector. Ignition Coil.
Ignition Coil Connector Kit. Ignition Control Unit. Ignition Distributor. Ignition Reluctor. Ignition
Switch Connector. Intake Manifold Heater Relay. Intake Manifold Heater Relay Connector. Oil
Pressure Gauge. Pickup Coil. Spark Plug. Spark Plug Non-Fouler. Spark Plug Set. Spark Plug
Wire Set. Speedometer Drive Gear O-Ring. Starter Brush Set. Starter Drive. Starter Drive Shaft
Retainer Pack. Starter Solenoid. Throttle Position Sensor Connector. Voltage Regulator. Voltage
Regulator Connector. Voltmeter Gauge. Air Intake. Body Electrical. Body Sheet Metal. Climate
Control. Cooling System. Drive Belts. Engine Mechanical. Fuel Delivery. Fuel Injection. Tools
and Hardware. AC Delco. BBB Industries. Pure Energy. WAI Global. Shop By Vehicle.
Powermaster Alternator. Click to Enlarge. Pure Energy Alternator. Pure Energy SW3 Alternator.

Core Price [? WAI Global Alternator. AC Delco Alternator. Remy Alternator. Bosch Alternator.
Features: Built for extremes! BBB Industries Alternator. Shipping Options: Free Ground
Shipping. Bosch ALX Alternator. Catalog: F. Vehicle Jeep CJ7. Catalog: B. Vehicle Engine Jeep
CJ7. Catalog: C. Catalog: H. I get it, I'm a jeep owner! This is a CJ site, all the ads are set for
autos some times others get through. I cannot make them just for Jeeps but I try. Forums New
posts Search forums. Resources Latest reviews Search resources. Members Registered
members Member Map Current visitors. Classifieds New listings. Support Become a site
supporter. Log in Register. Search titles only. Search Advanced searchâ€¦. New posts. Search
forums. Log in. Install the app. For a better experience, please enable JavaScript in your
browser before proceeding. You are using an out of date browser. It may not display this or
other websites correctly. You should upgrade or use an alternative browser. BrockGrimes
Jeep-CJ. How do you test an alternator while it's in the jeep for proper operation? To make sure
it's putting out the right voltage and not over charging the battery. Should be what 14v or
something like that? Is it constant? I swapped in a amp CS from a caddy and I know I had
issues with the old battery but I want to eleminate the alternator as the cause. Especially since I
just picked up a Red top optima. CJ Admin. Ah - electricity One of my favorite subjects Do these
tests with the heater motor running or the headlights on or even both. You need a load on the
system. Now, depending on how accurate your meter is or what the ambient temperature is your
voltage may vary. Should be about Make sure you never go above about A quick test for
charging is to place the tip of a screw driver to the back of an alternator on the bearing cap and
see if it sticks The alternator should be creating a magnetic field if it is working. Vehicle s 79 cj5
, t, dana 20 transfer case, dana 30 front, 20 rear,warn hubs,2. PinkBlackAndMud New member. I
just had some of the same problems with mine. I took mine to Auto Zone and they tested mine
for free. Although i knew mine was bad, but i have another one from an older Pontiac and wasn't
sure if it was working right. For once my luck was good! Vehicle s 78 CJ7. Another quick test is
basically what CJ said, but do it with the - terminal disconnected from the battery. If you
disconnect the battery with the jeep running, headlights and blower on, and the jeep shuts off, it
isn't charging well. Keep an eye on voltage just as CJ said to check for overcharging. Some
people don't like this test because they say it can spike an electrical system and cause
problems. I have been a flat rate tech for over a decade, and I have never even heard a story
where anything fried from doing this test. I almost added that little test in my post but didn't As
you said, if the thing keeps running, it's charging. As you stated, on most vehicles this will
never cause a problem. Our Jeeps are pretty sturdy hunks of iron and I have done this when I
needed to start a vehicle that the battery was shorted out on BUT - Be careful with some new
vehicles. On my old GF's Honda - the manual clearly stated 'never' disconnect the battery while
it was running Will it blow up or maybe pop a diode? Hell if I know That was just the Jeep-CJ.
Even rev'd it up. Weird only 10 amps, I had it checked twice at autozone before installing it. Volt
guage in the jeep reads 12v and ticks to 14 or stays over at 16v. I am unfamiliar with autozones
test, do they do it in car, or bench test it? If it is in car, you may just have some corroded
connections or wires. To accurately check output amps you have to measure the load on the
alternator by placing a measuring circuit inline. The only other way is by a clamp on meter. All
amp meters have to placed inline to absorb the full load. Ggg New member. Vehicle s
48cj2a,98tj. I personally would not do the battery disconnect test on any computer controlled
car. But on something as old as my CJ, sure all the time. But thats just me. Ggg said:. They
tested it while it was in the jeep, hence the mention of reving it up. I didn't pay attention to the
connectors he hooked up when testing, but he was a 4x4 guy and was the manager. I swapped
the old jeep alt back in and will have the caddy alt retested, this time by advance and maybe
checker too. CJ I agree the new computerized test machine sucks. They can't just do a generic
test, they need vehicle info for the machine to even spin the alternator. Believe me I am not
knocking the parts guy he is a good guy but the machine is what it is. I run into the same issues
buying other parts for the Willys. I tell them do not waste your time looking in the computer, just
get the books out and start there. I used a multimeter and tested the voltage the stock alt is
putting out 16V at idle. Is this the norm? That's pretty high. Sounds like a bad voltage regulator.
At idle you should never see more then about CJ said:. Napa is the best at getting parts, most of
the time I just walk in, say I need this and they get it. I never have a problem with Autozone,
Adavnce. I believe it all comes down to location and training In our small farm town, many work
on their own vehicles so all our parts stores are very good. I'm not knocking Autozone,
Advanced or Oreily Heck DaleFan88 works there Autozone and we all know that he works on
and understands vehicles Any parts store can be great if the right people are put in place. Napa
just tends to cater to the professional mechanic so they tend to have the more experienced
people in place. Of course Napa is usually a bit more expensive but you pay for that experience.
The other stores have a much less experienced clientell so they have to have the safe guards in

place to filter out all the wrong information. If they didn't - they would be handleing returns all
day long! Not everyone who goes in to a parts store can look at a brake shoe and know if its the
leading ot the trailing one Just us Jeep people! I have an ace in the hole. My father-in-law works
for federated auto parts. He is a car guy, and has about 30 years working for parts suppliers. We
do pick on him because he worked for a company that federated bought out. The company was
called Manlove auto parts. He has a company truck that he drives home and it says Manlove all
over it. You must log in or register to reply here. This donation drive ends in. This site uses
cookies to help personalise content, tailor your experience and to keep you logged in if you
register. By continuing to use this site, you are consenting to our use of cookies. Accept Learn
moreâ€¦. Top Bottom. Please allow ads as they help keep this site running. The ads are
unobttrusive and only at the bottom. If you choose to do so you can click on No Thanks and
then you will be temporarily excluded. Choose Qu Revive your drive with the sturdy design and
dependable, OE-standard performance guaranteed by Bosch's remanufactured OE replacement
alternators. Since , Bosch has developed innova We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to the latest
version. Retrieve quote. Track order. Sign In or Create Account. Every Purchase Supports.
Texas Relief Efforts. Select your vehicle. Refine by:. Alternator part. Shop Jeep CJ7 Alternator.
Showing 1 - 13 of 13 results. Sort by:. Part Number: MPA Guaranteed to Fit. Core Charge. Add to
cart. Part Number: AC Part Number: ACA. Part Number: J Page 1 of 1 Showing 1 - 13 of 13
results. Featured Brands. Reviews Questions, Answers. Crown Automotive is renowned for
manufacturing the highest quality OEM replacement parts for Jeeps from to the present model
year. Helpful Automotive Resources. Bad Alternator vs. Bad Battery The battery, on th
kawasaki vulcan nomad
2012 pontiac firebird
2015 malibu manual
e other hand, supplies electrical energy to your car when the engine is off. Also, the battery
provides the current needed to energize the starter, which then cranks the engine to get it
running. Automotive professionals break down no-start situations into two separate categories:
crank-no-start and no-crank-no-start. The alternator accomplishes these tasks through
electromagnetic inductionâ€”a phenomenon that generates electrical current from a magnetic
field. P Code: System Voltage Low All electrical components in your car need a power source in
order to work. When the engine is off, the battery is responsible for supplying the car with the
electrical current it needs to power certain functions. Why are My Headlights Flickering? If your
headlight keeps going out while driving, here are the most common reasons why: Failing Bulb.
Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved. Terms of Use. Privacy
Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement.

